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BACKGROUND  

Efficient performance of refrigeration system depends upon maximum heat gained by evaporator and 

utilize it to convert its working fluid to vapor. But after expansion through valve it may consist vapor which 

will not give contribution to generate cooling effect. And Recycle of effective working fluid may increase 

size of evaporator and compressor. Also, it may increase compressor duty & reduce COP. By adding a gas-

liquid separator after expansion valve we can minimize this issue by decreasing flash gas flow.  

  

FLOWSHEET DISCRIPTION  

Flowsheet is similar to simple vapor compression refrigeration cycle (2 stage) and propane will work as working 

fluid but here the middle evaporator is replaced by Gas-Liquid separator (Flash unit). Outlet of VALV-02 (upper 

loop) is flash unit inlet. Liquid outlet of flash unit is fed to VALV-01 (lower loop) and vapor outlet of flash mixed 

with outlet of COMP-01 (lower loop). This mixed stream then fed to COMP-02 (upper loop). The design 

temperatures of -30.3728o C for the evaporation step (outlet) and +40.0701o C for the condensation step (outlet). The 

design mass flowrate in upper loop is set as 1 kg/s and rest is in accordance with this.  

  

RESULTS  

COP of this refrigeration system is 2.83 (for similar non-cascaded single loop system it would 2.43).  

 

𝐶𝑂𝑃 =
 Cooling Effect

Total Work Input
=

Q Chilling

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑟 𝐷𝑢𝑡𝑦
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 Energy Streams  

Object 
Duty 
Evaporator 
(Q Chilling) 

Duty 
Condenser 
(Q Condensing) 

Duty 
COMP-02 

Duty 
COMP-01 Unit 

Energy Flow 235.62 381.795 50.1435 33.0672 kW 
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